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Abstract

We study here whether a social movement can turn into a successful revolution, and

the optimal timing for a revolution from the deprived workers perspective. To do so, the

dynamics of social unrest is defined as a function of the amount of deprived workers, their

organizational skills, wage inequalities, and retaliation. Then, taking the evolution of social

unrest into account, we obtain the optimal time for a revolution. If unrest increases with

time, then a revolution always arises independently of the initial state and the character-

istics of the economy. Furthermore, whenever the gains are high enough, then a revolution

arises immediately. Worth to note, even if social unrest decreases with time, a revolution

arises if the initial mass of discontent is sizeable or retaliation hard.
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1 Introduction

It took Mao Zedong thirty years for a successful revolution, while Egypt and Tunisian revo-

lutions were able to topple the regimes within months. Some revolutions are peaceful (People

Power revolution in Philippines and Velvet Revolution of Czechoslovakia) whereas others pro-

duce civil war (Libya and Syria). Some revolutions manage to get foreign support (Arab Spring

and Rose revolution), whereas others fail to do so (Myanmar’s 2021 protests). Some have pro-

duced democracies (Iran), whereas others have produced dictatorships. Some revolutions were

suppressed by governments (Tiananmen Square), whereas others manage to overthrow strong

regimes (Egypt and Mexico revolutions).

∗Corresponding author. Paris School of Economics, 48 Boulevard Jourdan, 75014 Paris, France; e-mail: car-

men.camacho@psemail.eu.
†e-mail: Waleed.Hassan@etu.univ-paris1.fr.
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People experience grievance and consider revolting when they suffer from systematic in-

equality, lack of political rights, relative poverty, social injustice, poor working and living

conditions, or other exclusions.12 However, although a revolution may improve the deprived

lives, the decision of revolt is risky since dissidents may fail to mobilize sufficiently large and

efficient groups, or face violence from the regime. This paper develops a simple model to study

the reasons underpinning social unrest and the optimal timing of a revolution.

Although all revolutions share their grievance origin, they differ in magnitude, length,

results and consequences. Let us mention some of the earliest movements like the Athenian

revolution in 508-507 BC, which established democracy in Athens; the Vietnamese revolution

led by the Trung sisters in 40-43 AD against Chinese domination, or the uprising of Husayn

against Umayyad caliph Yazid I in Iraq in 680AD. Closer in time, we find the American

revolution in 1775-1783, the French Revolution in 1789-1799, the Haitian revolution in 1791-

1804, which led by slaves established the first black republic in the modern era, or the Indian

rebellion against British East India Company in 1857. Important revolutions also empted in

the XXth century like the Russian revolution in 1905-1917, the Chinese revolution in 1949 and

the fall of Communism in Eastern Europe after 1989.

Following Skocpol and Theda (1979), we define a revolution as a social movement of dis-

sident individuals, which successfully modifies the productive structure, and consequently the

social structure. Regarding the reasons causing social unrest, we consider income inequality

as the main cause behind a revolution.

Regarding the literature on social conflict, let us first put forward some general equilibrium

works. In Grossman (1991), (1994) and (1995) population consists of peasants and landlords.

Peasant families allocate their time between production, soldering and rebellion. Peasant’s

income depends on the probability of a successful revolution, and the interaction between

peasants and landlords generates an equilibrium allocation of labor time. Dal Bo and Dal

Bo(2011) introduce an appropriation sector in a general equilibrium model. This appropriation

sector, which is the source of appropriation activities and social conflict, makes all agents of

the economy worse off. They analyse how different factors such as shocks to term of trade,

technology, and endowments affect the intensity of social conflict. Lichbach (1987)’s and Moore

(2000)’s modeling of social conflict also use producer theory to analyze the interaction between

the dissidents and the government. Like them, we also consider in the present paper that some

workers, that we denote mass workers, are exploited. In our setting, even though all workers

1Grievance-based theories of revolution consider perceived grievance as the main cause of social unrest and

rebellion. See for instance among many relevant references Davies (1962), Gurr (1968), Muller and Seligson

(1987), Schock (1996), Klandermans (1997), Buechler (2004), Gurr (2015) and Boucekkine et al. (2019).
2Inequalities on the basis of political, economic, and social differences, are also underlined as reasons behind

conflict and civil wars as in Stewart (2011) and Cederman (2011).
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have similar skills and abilities, there is a wage gap among elite and mass workers, which is

here the main cause of revolution.

There is also a vast literature which uses game theory to explain the complex phenomenon

of social movements and revolutions. For a successful revolution, the dissidents must coordinate

and organise themselves. People would rise up against the regime if they believe that movement

will succeed. They want to join the protests if they believe that other people would also join.

The social movement is more likely to turn into a revolution, if sufficiently many people

take this collective action against the government. 3 Moreover, information has also been

introduced in revolution game theoretical models. Indeed, information plays an important role

in social movements and conflicts since it helps rebels to coordinate, organise and communicate

effectively. In reaction to it, the regime can control this flow of information by imprisoning

the revolutionary leaders,spreading the false propaganda against the movement, or banning

the media outlets 4.

Taking a slightly different approach, conflict has also been treated as an evolutionary game,

where the people involved in a social movement may change over time ( see Ross, 2001, Arce

and Sandler, 2003, and Olsson, 2012). Finally, let us mention a last branch of game theoretical

models which use agent-based models and computational simulations to analyse conflicts and

social movements (see Epstein, 2002, Bristow et al., 2013, or Lemos et al., 2014).

There are obviously other mathematical models of conflict and social movements, which

are not game theoretical nor models in general equilibrium. For example, Lang and de Sterck

(2014) develop a compartmental model for the dynamics of Arab revolution. Levy and Faria

(2007) extend Ramsey’s model to analyse the internal conflict among rival groups living in a

same piece of a land. Worth to note, ours is also a Ramsey setup in which exploited workers

maximize their lifetime utility. The novelty of our study is that workers calculate the optimal

time of revolution, that is, they choose whether or not to trigger a revolution, and the optimal

time to do so.

This paper proposes a simple model to describe the evolution of social unrest and how

social unrest leads to a regime change at a specific date. In our economy, there are two types

of workers, elites and mass workers. Although they work in the same factory, and they are

perfect substitutes in production, mass workers’ salary is just a fraction of the elites’. Taking

into account that firm owners and governments may punish revolutioneers, we find that social

unrest increases with time when mass workers are sufficiently well organized and when wage

inequality is sufficiently large.

3See among many others Granovetter (1978), Kuran (1989), (1991), (1995), Llohmann (1993), (1994a),

(1994b), (2000), Chwe (1999), and Tyson and Smith (2018).
4See for instance Egorov et al. (2009), de Mesquita (2010), Kricheli et al. (2011), Edmond (2013), Chen et

al. (2016), Little (2016), Shadmehr et al. (2017) or Battaglini (2017)
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Regarding the modeling of optimal timing, we are building on the seminal works of

Tomiyama (1985), Tomiyama and Rossana (1989) and Makris (2001). This technique has

traditionally been used in two stage optimal control problems to study optimal technology

adoption when there is embodied technical change (Boucekkine et al., 2004) or when firms

can shift from brown to green technologies (see Boucekkine et al., 2011, Acemoglu et al. 2016,

among many others). Fortunate enough, our problem reduces to a static problem, so that

although we keep the spirit of the optimal switching time, our problem is much simpler from

a technical point of view. We find that if discrimination against mass workers is hard enough

so that social unrest increases with time, then a revolution does arise immediately if the per-

ceived gains from a revolution are high. Otherwise, if gains are not high enough at time 0,

then a revolution will still arise later on when social unrest becomes sufficiently high. Worth

to notice, we also show that even if social unrest decreases with time, a revolution does arise if

the perceived gains from the revolution are large enough, if retaliation is strong or if deprived

workers are initially in large numbers.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes how social unrest evolves in time.

Section 3 presents our economy, and the optimal time for a revolution is obtained and studied

in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 presents our conclusions.

2 A simple dynamic description of social unrest

A revolution can be triggered by the stock of social unrest, that we denote by R. Social unrest

is a function of some social and economic factors. First of all, social unrest is a function of M ,

the number of individuals out of the elite. Unrest also increases with the inequality in salaries

between elites and mass workers, that we measure here by W .

Social unrest also depends on the downside of a revolution. Workers participating in a

revolution may be punished. Indeed, a revolution depends on the strength of the regime, that

we capture with a parameter φ. The more powerful the regime is, the stronger the punishment

and the quieter will become mass workers.

Finally, the success of a revolution depends on its technology, that is, the effectiveness of

strikes, clarity of purpose, and how organized the dissident group is against the regime. Hence,

we are assuming here that R increases with the organization technology of the mass workers,

B. Taking all these elements into account, we describe the evolution of social unrest by the

following dynamic equation

Ṙ(t) = M (BW − φ)R(t). (1)

According to (1), social unrest increases with the revolution technology and the wage gap
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between mass and elite workers. Solving (1), we obtain the evolution of R in time

R(t) = R0e
M(BW−φ)t, (2)

where R0 is the initial stock of social unrest.5 Obviously, if mass workers are sufficiently

well organized, and if inequality in salaries is sufficiently high so as to overcome eventual

punishments, i.e. if BW − φ > 0, then social unrest will increase with time. It will decrease

otherwise.

We consider that a revolution succeeds when it overthrows the existing regime, and that

revolutions are stochastic processes, that is their outcome is a priori unknown. Here the

probability that a revolution succeeds at a given time t will be a function of R(t) as follows

P [R(t)] = 1− 1

R(t)
= 1− 1

R0
e−M [B(1−α)−φ]t. (3)

Note that this probability density function has already been used in the context of civil violence

in Epstein (2002) and Lemos (2014).

When the regime is strong and φ high, meaning that dissidents are heavily punished, then

mass workers do not mobilize enough, P (R) is low and revolution can hardly succeed. In this

regard, note that indeed P (R) tends to zero as φ increases.

3 The economy

At the beginning of our analysis, our economy suffers from inequality in the form of wage

inequality. As a result, social unrest is generated and it can evolve with time. As we shall

see, if some conditions are favorable, then a revolution will be triggered, and whatever the

outcome, the economy will enter into a second phase. It is important to underline that the

outcome of a revolution is a stochastic process, and that revolutioneers are uncertain about the

final result. Still, if the expected gains from a revolution are high enough, then mass workers

will attempt their coup.

At the initial date, our economy is made of two types of workers, elites L and mass workers

M . There is one production sector where both types work, and we assume that M and L are

perfect substitutes. Still, the wages of mass workers are less than the elite workers’ by a factor

α ∈ (0, 1). The two groups work the same number of hours and have the same set of skills;

wage discrimination rests solely on the basis of class differences. Accordingly, we assume that

production is described by the following function:

Y = A (αM + L)ν , (4)

5See Appendix A for all details.
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where A ∈ R+ is a parameter measuring total factor productivity and ν ∈ (0, 1).

The firm maximizes profits at every time t by hiring the optimal amounts of workers M

and L:

max
L,M

A (αM + L)ν − wLL− wMM,

where wL and wM stand for the wages of the elite and the mass workers, respectively. Taking

the first order conditions with respect to L and M we obtain that wM = Aαν [αM + L]ν−1

and wL = Aν [αM + L]ν−1.

In order to focus on the mechanisms behind revolution, we assume that workers consume

all their earnings at every period, that is, they do not save and do not make any intertemporal

decision. Accordingly, consumption of mass and elite workers are cM = wM and cL = wL,

respectively.

Dividing cM by cL we have that

1− wM
wL

= 1− α, (5)

where 1 − α corresponds to W , the wage gap between the elite and the mass workers in

equation (2).

Suppose that a revolution takes place at time T . If the revolution succeeds, then mass

workers gain some additional power within the firm, that we represent by γ, with γ > α. As

a result, production after the revolution becomes

Y = A (γM + L)ν .

Salaries obtain as in the first phase by maximizing the firm profits with respect to M and

L, wsM = Aνγ (γM + L)ν−1 and wsL = Aν [γM + L]ν−1. The wage gap is reduced after a

successful revolution since we have now that 1− ws
M
ws

L
1− γ < 1− α, and although the absolute

power of the elites remain unchanged, they do lose some power in relative terms.

We say that a revolution fails if mass workers do not increase their power share after the

coup. In this case, Y = A (βM + L)ν , with β ≤ α < γ. Obviously, if β < α, then there is

retaliation. Wages in case of failure are wfM = Aνβ (βM + L)ν−1 , and wfL = Aν [βM + L]ν−1.6

4 Optimal timing for revolution

In what follows we focus on mass workers since they will ultimately be the only responsible

of a revolution. Taking into account the possibility of a revolution, mass workers maximize

6Appendix B presents an extension of this problem, where the mass workers’ bargaining power is endogenous.

In particular, we assume that their power is a function of R. Unfortunately, the problem does not have an

analytical solution even using the simplest production functions.
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their lifetime utility choosing whether and when to initiate a revolution, solving the following

problem

Max{T,cM ,csM ,cfM}

∫ T

0
u (cM ) e−ρtdt+ P [R(T )]

∫ ∞
T

u (csM ) e−ρtdt+ (1− P [R(T )])

∫ ∞
T

u(cfM )e−ρtdt.

(6)

cM is the mass worker consumption before the revolution, and as such, cM = wM =

Aνα (αM + L)ν−1 . After the revolution, csM stands for the mass worker consumption if the

revolution succeeds. Since all earnings are consumed also after the revolution, we have that

csM = wsM = Aνγ (γM + L)ν−1 . Similarly, cfM is the mass worker consumption if the revolution

fails, so that cfM = wfM = Aνβ (βM + L)ν−1 , where β ≤ α, as already mentioned.

Since all three expressions for consumption are constant, we can write the household ob-

jective function (6) as

1

ρ

(
1− e−ρT

)
u (cM ) + P [R(T )]u (csM )

e−ρT

ρ
+ (1− P [R(T )])u(cfM )

e−ρT

ρ
. (7)

We can prove that the mass worker problem has a unique solution T :

Proposition 1. Under the model assumptions, there exists an optimal time to trigger a rev-

olution

T =
1

M [B(1− α)− φ]
ln

(
u(csM )− u(cfM )

u(csM )− u(cM )

ρ+M [B(1− α)− φ]

ρR0

)
. (8)

There are two cases depending on whether social unrest increases or decreases with time:

1) If social unrest is an increasing function of time, that is, if M [B(1− α)− φ] > 0, then

a revolution arises in finite time if and only if

u(csM )− u(cM )

u(csM )− u(cfM )
<
ρ+M [B(1− α)− φ]

ρR0
, (9)

where u(csM )−u(cM ) is the gain in utility from the revolution if it succeeds. If condition

(9) does not hold, meaning that the perceived gains are sufficiently high, then revolution

is triggered immediately, that is, T = 0.

2) If M [B(1− α)− φ] < 0 and social unrest decreases with time, then a revolution is

triggered in finite time, i.e. T > 0 if and only if

u(csM )− u(cM )

u(csM )− u(cfM )
>
ρ+M [B(1− α)− φ]

ρR0
. (10)

Proof. See Appendix C.
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The second point in Proposition 1 shows that even if social unrest is calming down with

time, a revolution can still arise when the relative perceived gain from revolution is high

enough. If not, all the odds linked to a revolution will win over the gains, and revolution will

never arise. Note that the condition for revolution in (10) is easily verified when retaliation is

harder and φ increases.

According to the following corollary, revolutions are postponed when there is no much to

gain:

Corollary 1. Let us assume M [B(1− α)− φ] > 0 so that social unrest increases with time.

The larger R0, that is, the initial social unrest, the sooner the revolution arises. If u(csM ) tends

to u(cM ), then T tends to infinite and revolution never takes place.

Proof. The corollary can directly be proven taking partial derivatives of T with respect to R0

first and then taking the limit when u(csM ) tends to u(cM ).

Corollary 1 proves that even if unrest increases steadily in time, revolutions do not always

occur. In particular, revolutions do not arise if they do not bring substantial gains.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have built a simple and yet comprehensive model to study the optimal timing

of revolutions from the perspective of mass discriminated workers. In order to do so, we first

build a dynamic law to describe the evolution of social unrest as a function of wage inequality,

the rule of power, dissident organization techniques as well as the number of the mass workers.

We prove that if wage inequality is large enough so that social unrest increases with time,

then a revolution does arise immediately if the perceived gains from a revolution are high.

Otherwise, if they are not high enough at time 0, then a revolution arises later on when social

unrest becomes sufficiently high.

Worth to notice, we prove that even if social unrest decreases with time, a revolution can

still arise if the perceived gains from the revolution are large enough, if retaliation is strong or

if deprived workers are initially in large numbers.
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Appendices

A Solving for R

Equation (1) can be rewritten as

Ṙ(t)

R(t)
= M [B(1− α)− φ].

Integrating both sides with respect to t∫
Ṙ(t)

R(t)
dt =

∫
M [B(1− α)− φ]dt,

we obtain that

lnR(t) = M [B(1− α)− φ]t+ c,

with c ∈ R. Then, R(t) = eM [B(1−α)−φ]tec. Since R(0) = R0 is known, (2) obtains.
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B Endogenous bargaining power of the mass workers

As an alternative to our assumption, we could have instead assumed that after the revolution, the

mass workers bargaining power

Y = A (P [R(T )]M + L)
ν
.

In this case, the objective function of a mass worker is

1

ρ

[
1− e−ρT

]
u (cM ) + P [R(T )]u (csM )

e−ρT

ρ
+ (1− P [R(T )])u(cfM )

e−ρT

ρ
, (11)

where cM and cfM are as in the main text, and csM is now csM = AνP [R(T )] (P [R(T )]M + L)
ν−1

.

Maximizing (11) is a hard problem. Assuming that both production and utility are linear functions,

we have that u(cM ) = Aα, u (csM ) = AR(T ) and u(cfM ) = Aβ. Let x = M [B(1− α)− φ].

The first order condition of (11) with respect to T is

1 + α+R0e
xT

(
x

ρ
− 1

)
− β

R0
e−xT

(
x

ρ
+ 1

)
= 0, (12)

which cannot be solved analytically, although it can be proven that a solution exists.

C Proof of Proposition 1

Taking the first order condition of (7) with respect to T we obtain:

u(cM )e−ρT + P ′[R(T )]R′(T )u(csM )
e−ρT

ρ
− P [R(T )]u(csM )e−ρT = 0,

or

−P ′[R(T )]R′(T )u(cfM )
e−ρt

ρ
− (1− P [R(T )])u(cfM )e−ρT = 0.

Taking e−ρT common, and re-arranging terms:

u(cM )− u(cfM )− P [R(T )]
[
u(csM )− u(cfM )

]
+

1

ρ
P ′[R(T )]R′(T )

[
u(csM )− u(cfM )

]
= 0.

Dividing both sides by u(csM )− u(cfM )

P [R(T )] =
1

ρ
P ′[R(T )]R′(T ) +

u(cM )− u(cfM )

u(csM )− u(cfM )
.

Substituting R(T ), P [R(T )] and P ′[R(T )] by their expressions, that is R(T ) = R0e
M [B(1−α)−φ]T ,

P [R(T )] = 1− 1
R0
e−M [B(1−α)−φ]T and P ′[R(T )] = 1

R(T )2 = 1
R2

0
e−2M [B(1−α)−φ]T :

1− 1

R0
e−M [B(1−α)−φ]T =

1

ρ

1

R0
e−M [B(1−α)−φ]TM [B(1− α)− φ] +

u(cM )− u(cfM )

u(csM )− u(cfM )

We can write

e−M [B(1−α)−φ]T = R0
u(csM )− u(cM )

u(csM )− u(cfM )

ρ

ρ+M [B(1− α)− φ]
,

12



so that

eM [B(1−α)−φ]T =
u(csM )− u(cfM )

u(csM )− u(cM )

ρ+M [B(1− α)− φ]

ρR0
,

and

T =
1

M [B(1− α)− φ]
ln

(
u(csM )− u(cfM )

u(csM )− u(cM )

ρ+M [B(1− α)− φ]

ρR0

)
.

Then the two cases arise:

1. If M [B(1− α)− φ] > 0, then T is a positive number if and only if

u(csM )− u(cfM )

u(csM )− u(cM )

ρ+M [B(1− α)− φ]

ρR0
> 1,

or equivalently, if and only if

ρ+M [B(1− α)− φ]

ρR0
>
u(csM )− u(cM )

u(csM )− u(cfM )
,

If
u(csM )−u(cM )

u(csM )−u(cfM )
> 1, then T = 0.

2. If M [B(1− α)− φ] < 0, then revolution can still arise if the logarithm is negative, which arises

if and only if

u(csM )− u(cfM )

u(csM )− u(cM )

ρ+M [B(1− α)− φ]

ρR0
< 1.
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